ABSTRACT

Digi’s ambition is to enable the Internet in the hands of every Malaysian; for youth, children, women, the underserved, netizens and more. We passionately believe that all Malaysians should be given the opportunity to benefit from the power of the internet.

Empower Societies is our commitment to enable the internet for all communities to inspire a better Malaysia and this promise to make meaningful impact in the lives of Malaysians is enabled through our corporate programmes; helping more segments of the society benefit from being connected.

As we bring internet to all Malaysians, we also want to ensure that we build strong digital communities that know how to take advantage of the educational, economic, and social opportunities available through the innovative use of technologies. Over the year we have different programmes to reach different community groups.

There programmes within Empower Societies include

i.  *Digi Challenge for Change* – Partnering social change makers to enable innovative internet solutions that create sustainable, inclusive socio-economic impact for communities

ii.  *Digi CyberSAFE* – Nurturing a safer internet all by building digital resilience and fostering responsible digital citizenship among Malaysian children

iii.  *WWWOW Internet For All Awards* – Recognising Malaysians that use the internet for good to increase online creativity and entrepreneurism in the country.

iv.  *Telenor Youth Forum* – Global platform for young opinion leaders to connect and share digital communication innovations that are transforming societies

v.  *Digital Winners* – Global platform for Malaysian technopreneurs to network with the leaders and innovators in technology and communications to share insights on innovation and digital opportunities.

vi.  *Kg. IFA* - Enabling connectivity via mobile internet and WiFi, and easy ownership of smart devices for rural and remote communities.

vii.  *Internet For All Women* – Greater usage of the internet to inspire and empower the lives of women in Malaysia